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Introduction
According to the literature, NAPCT with primary-operative breast cancer allows: 1) make 

organosaving operations; 2) improve the prognosis in cases of complete morphological regression 
in patients with triple negative and Her2 / neu positive (non-luminal) subtypes; 3) evaluate the effect 
of chemotherapy and, in the absence of effect, stop it on time [1].

It should be noted that 292 clinical studies on the latest data of the site https://clinicaltrials.
gov/ are devoted to the study of the effectiveness and significance of neoadjuvant therapy of 
the breast cancer. The schemes that are studied mainly include rather familiar medicines like 
taxanes (docetaxel, paclitaxel, nab-paclitaxel), anthracyclines (doxorubicin, epirubicin), platinum 
derivatives (mainly carboplatin), alkylating agents (cyclophosphamide), fluoropyrimidines 
(fluorouracil, S -1), antimetabolites (gemcitabine), vinaalkaloids (vinorelbine), hormonal agents 
(aromatase inhibitors, antiestrogens), and others. Also are used targeted medicines (trastuzumab), 
inhibitors of angiogenesis (bevacizumab), immune preparations (atezolizuma b), etc. In some 
studies we can see using of modifiers of the action of hormonal agents or chemotherapeutics 
(metformin, celecoxib, L-carnitine, etc.). Also, new medicines (Myocet, AC4-CDDP4, RO4929097, 
HM10460A) and medicines that are commonly used to treat or correct non-tumor diseases and 
conditions (Atorvastatin, CoenzymeQ10, Melatonin, aspirin) or phytopreparations and biologically 
active additives (Reishimushroomextract, Yunzhiextract) are investigated [2].

It has been shown that the breast cancer is sensitive to the most antitumour medicines, 
especially to doxorubicin and epirubicin (efficacy in 40-50% of patients with the metastatic breast 
cancer), methotrexate (efficacy in 35% of patients), fluorouracil and tegafur (efficacy in 25-34% of 
patients). Better efficacy is indicated by “newer” drugs. Thus, paclitaxel is effective in 32-62% of 
patients, docetaxel in 50-75%, vinorelbin in 41-51%, topotecan in 36%, mitoxantrone in 20-35% 
of patients with the metastatic breast cancer in the first line [3]. In patients with overexpression of 
Her2 / neu a significant effect has Herceptin. In patients with Her2 / neu positive breast cancer its 
using in combination with sequential anthracycline and taksane-containing chemotherapy allows 
complete pathomorphological regression in more than 62% of patients compared with 26% without 
trastuzumab [4,5].

Methods and Materials
For using in the neoadjuvant regimen NCCN primarily recommends compactedozorozhimas 

AC (doxorubicin + cyclophosphamide) with sequential using of paclitaxel or TC (docetaxel in 
combination with cyclophosphamide). Others recommended modes are compacted AC, CMF, 
EC, TAC. In the case of Her2 / neu positive tumor it is recommended to administer paclitaxel 
with trastuzumab or paclitaxel with trastuzumab and pertuzumab first after the AS regimen. 
Other variants of the priority regimens are TSN (docetaxel + carboplatin + herceptin) or TSN + 
pertuzumab [6].

The using of priority regimes is very costly. Treatment of complications (most often neutropenia 
of grade 3-4 NCNCTCAE or febrile neutropenia) requires considerable additional funds. Supportive 
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Abstract

The preoperative, or, as it is often called, neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAPCT) of operable breast cancer 
(the breast cancer) with affected regional lymph nodes has in its time replaced preoperative radiotherapy, as it 
has a number of significant advantages over the latter. The most important advantage of NAPCT is its systemic 
action, which allows to “catch up” with probable distant micrometastases or circulating tumor cells, while pre-
operative radiotherapy has a local effect, and on the systemic level the tumor continues to develop. Despite of 
the fact that with operative breast cancer the time of NAPCT (before or after the operation) does not affect to the 
long-term results of treatment, the latter becames applicable even for operable breast cancer without affected 
regional lymph nodes.
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therapy with colony-stimulating factors is not much cheaper. 
With good funding the recommended regimens are acceptable. 
However, with limited financial support, the implementation of 
these recommendations is almost impossible. This factor leads to the 
appointment of less effective regimens of treatment, which leads to a 
deterioration of the results of treatment.

Also, misdiagnosis of primary treatment can lead to the 
development of acquired resistance to the subsequent treatment 
line. It can significantly complicate the choice of the next regime 
and significantly increase its cost, while dramatically reducing its 
effectiveness.

Therefore, the definition of optimal therapy is the most 
important question that must be answered before starting treatment. 
Modern possibilities of laboratory diagnostics allow personifying 
the therapeutic tactics. For it are used methods to study individual 
prognosis and the risk of relapse and distant metastases (MammaPrint, 
Prosigna, OncotypeDX, TCGA). However, even in developed and 
financially stable countries, the application of these methods may be 
limited. In countries with limited material capacity its application is 
unrealistic.

Usig of modern genetic and other high-tech studies of tumors 
in Ukraine is inaccessible; we will try to consider approaches to 
the choice the systemic treatment of the breast cancer, given the 
possibilities of immunohistochemical diagnosis and the ability to 
predict response of treatment using immunohistochemical markers.

Immunohistochemical study of biological markers of the breast 
cancer has two main aims: (1) to identify among patients with early 
stages of the disease the groups of increased risk of tumor progression, 
which require in additional examination and / or treatment; (2) to 
assessment of individual sensitivity to therapy, which is planned or 
carried out [7].

It is known that the molecular classification of the breast cancer 
is rather complicate. Therefore, for convenience, in practice, the so-
called surrogate molecular classification, including luminal subtypes, 
Her2-enriched, basal and rare types, is used. Among the luminal 
subtypes are subtype A, which, according to some data constitutes up 
to 40% of all breast cancer and is characterized by positive receptors 
for estrogen (ER), progestins (PR), no overexpression of epidermal 
growth factor receptors (Her2 / neu) and low proliferation marker 
Ki67 (<20%). The luminal B subtype of the tumor is divided into the so-
called Her2-negative and Her2-positive. The luminal Her2-negative 
subtype differs from Luminal A by elevated or high level (≥20%) of 
the Ki67 marker. Luminal B Her2-positive subtype expresses Her2 / 
neu, has a high level of marker Ki67. Cases, when with the low level of 
proliferation is Her2 / neu expressed (Ki67 <20%) should be treated 
separately [8].

The determination of the status of sex hormone receptors 
and epidermal growth factor is a classic example of molecular 
individualization of the breast cancer therapy [9]. The predictive 
value of the determination of EP and PR for endocrine therapy was 
confirmed by a meta-analysis of 55 randomized trials of 37,000 breast 
cancer patients. It was proved that the presence of EP in the breast 
tumor testifies to its potential sensitivity to medical measures that 
are aimed on removing from the body of the source of estrogens or 
countering their effects. The presence of PR indicates the functional 

activity of EP. Patients with the breast cancer whose tumors have both 
or at least one of the steroid hormone receptors have a more favorable 
prognosis than those in which these receptors are negative. So the 
effectiveness of endocrine therapy reaches 75% with both positive 
receptors, 50% with positive only EP. However, 10% of patients, 
whoseboth receptors are negative, are also sensitive to endocrine 
therapy [7].

A high level of estrogen receptors is associated, first of all, with an 
increase of general survival [10], and is a predictor of the effectiveness 
of hormone therapy. In recent years, the Ki-67 proliferation index has 
been used to predict the effectiveness of treatment [8,11,12].

The panel of markers of estrogen, progestin receptors, Her2 / neu 
and Ki-67, proposed by Cuzick J. and co-authors [13], is now the 
standard at the stage of primary diagnosis and during morphological 
studies during treatment. In view of these four markers, the main 
immunomorphological subtypes of breast cancer mentioned above 
are distinguished.

Results and Discussion
In the case of neoadjuvant treatment or treatment of metastatic 

cancer (with the possibility of repeated biopsy in dynamics), Ki-67 has 
recently been used as a marker of treatment effectiveness. Repeated 
biopsy is made 3 weeks after the start of treatment. Reduction of 
the level of the marker is the first morphological predictor of the 
effectiveness of treatment [11], not only hormone, but chemotherapy 
[12]. Conversely, increasing the level of the marker is a predictor of 
an unfavorable prognosis [14].

The possibilities of immunohistochemical studies in the choice 
of hormonal therapy for luminal A and Her2 / neu negative luminal 
breast cancer have been reviewed previously [15]. Also, we should 
consider the possibilities of immunohistochemical studies in the 
selection of the optimal regimen of chemotherapy. To do this, let 
us consider which immunohistochemical markers can orient in the 
selection of individual cytostatics.

Cyclophosphamide. The medicine is metabolized with forming the 
metabolites that have an alkylating effect. Alkylating metabolites attack 
the nucleophilic centers of protein molecules and block the mitosis of 
tumor cells. Through the cytochrome system, cyclophosphamide is at 
first metabolized into 4-hydrocyclophosphamide and its tautomeric 
form, aldophosphamide. Aldophosphamide with β-elimination 
is spontaneously split into acrolein and phosphoramide mustard. 
Phosphoramide mustard has a major biological effect - alkylates 
DNA, in resulting of it formation the intra-strand and cross-linking 
DNA [16].

The only immunohistochemical marker of hypersensitivity to 
cyclophosphamide is TLE3. By the way, the expression of this marker 
is an indicator of hypersensitivity to taxanes. Thus, their combination 
is quite effective just in the case of marker expression [17].

At the same time, the expression of detoxifying protein glutatin-
S-transferase (GST) causes resistance to alkylating compounds 
(embichin, chlorbutin, melphalan, cyclophosphamide) and platinum 
preparations [18]. The detoxification effect is provided by the 
conjugation of genotoxic metabolites with glutathione, which ensures 
their inactivation [19].
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The expression of another detoxifying protein of the 
P-glycoprotein (P-gp, MDR1, CD243) affects the efflux (active 
excretion of the medicine from the cell) and the pharmacodynamics 
of the main cytostatics that used in clinical oncology: mitoxantrone, 
topotecan, methotrexate, doxorubicin, daunorubicin, actinomycin 
D, vinblastine, vincristine, paclitaxel. Cyclophosphamide, which 
has long been the “gold standard” of the breast cancer treatment for 
the frequency of complete morphological responses on treatment, is 
equally effective in both P-gp-negative and P-gp-positive tumors [20].

Methotrexate inhibits dihydrogenphosphate reductase (DHF) 
converting dihydrofolic acid to tetrahydrofolic acid, which is a donor 
of single-carbon groups in the synthesis of purine nucleotides and 
thymidylate, which are necessary for DNA synthesis. In the cell 
methotrexate undergoes polyglutaminization with the formation of 
metabolites that also inhibit folate-dependent enzymes. It has S-phase 
specificity, is active against tissue with high proliferative activity of 
cells, and inhibits the growth of malignant neoplasms [21].

There are no specific markers or predictors of high tumor 
sensitivity to methotrexate. However, there are markers of increased 
toxicity and resistance. Thus, candidates for methotrexate therapy 
should study the presence of polymorphism -665C / T, 677T / T 
and 401C / T of the MTHFR gene, since its presence in tens of times 
increases the risk of side effects of the drug [22]. The mutation rate is 
quite high (10-16%) [23] At the same time, the administration of folic 
acid, parallel to methotrexate, significantly reduces its side effects [22]. 
The study is not costly. The material for the study is whole blood that 
is taken with the addition of ethylene diaminetetraacetic acid, and 
is performed by PCR and restriction analysis. Among the genes that 
may be associated with resistance to methotrexate, should remember 
about the gene of retinoblastoma and the gene p53. The absence of 
a protein that is encoded by the retinoblastoma gene can lead to 
resistance to methotrexate due to increased production of DHF as a 
result of increased translation of its mRNA without amplification of 
the coding gene [21].

5-fluorouracil, tegafur and capecitabine belong to the group of 
pyrimidine agonists, which inhibit enzymes that are necessary for 
the synthesis of nucleic acids and can be incorporated into DNA and 
RNA [24].

5-fluorouracil disrupts the synthesis of DNA and leads to the 
formation of structurally deficient RNA, thereby suppressing the 
division of tumor cells. The mechanism of its action is determined by 
its metabolic conversion to 5-fluoro-deoxyuridine-monophosphate 
and 5-fluorouridine tri-phosphate. The first competitively inhibits 
thymidylate synthetase, which leads to the blocking of DNA 
synthesis. It blocks the methylation reaction of deoxyuridic acid 
and its transformation into thymidyl acid, which leads to thymidine 
deficiency. The second is included in the structure of RNA instead 
of uridine triphosphate, thus, suppresses its synthesis. This leads to 
disruption of RNA processing and protein synthesis.

Tegafur is metabolized in the liver with the formation of 
metabolites, among which the leading place is occupied by active 
5-fluorouracil. Tegafurbioactivation is carried out not only in the 
liver, but can also be local in the tumor tissue, which has an increased 
content of cytosolic hydrolytic enzymes.

Capecitabine is activated in the tumor tissue by changing to 

5-fluorouracil under the action of tumor angiogenic factor thymidine 
phosphorylase. The mechanism of anticancer conversion of 
capecitabine to active fluoropyrimidine is associated with increased 
expression of thymidylate phosphorylase enzyme in tumors. If the 
level of TP is low, the appointment of capecitabine is impractical, 
although such tumors are characterized by a better response to 
classical fluoropyrimidines, in particular to 5-fluorouracil [25].

It has been shown that the increased content of thymidylate 
synthetase (TS) can prevent the “saturation” of the therapeutic target 
and correlates with the low efficacy of fluoropyrimidines [26].

Metabolism of fluorouracil is carried out, first of all, in the liver 
under the action of the enzyme dihydropyrimidine dehydrogenase 
(DPD), the level of which determines the toxicity of the medicine. 
Epilepsy is often associated with the decreasing or absencing of the 
DPD function, therefore, fluoropyrimidines should be given very 
carefully to patients with this pathology [27].

Anthracyclines (doxorubicin, epirubicin) and their synthetic 
derivatives (mitoxantrone) inhibit the synthesis of DNA and RNA by 
intercalation into a double helix of DNA between pairs of nitrogenous 
bases and cause DNA splitting due to the formation of free radicals. In 
addition, the antitumor effect is due to changes in cellular functions 
in result of binding with the lipids of cell membranes and interaction 
with topoisomerase II [28].

Topoisomerase IIα is the target for anthracyclines. High 
expression and / or co-amplification of TOP2A and Her / 2 
contributes to better results in anthracycline therapy [29]. At the same 
time, some mutations of TOR2A are associated with the development 
of cancer cell resistance in anthracycline chemotherapy. [30] 
Anthracycline resistance is associated with ABC transports and p53 
mutation. For example, the AB-transporter P-gp responsible for the 
reverse transport of anthracyclines (including mitoxantrone), vinca 
alkaloids, taxanes, mitomycin C, topotecan, irinotecan [31], BCRP 
“squeezes” out of the cell methotrexate, topotecan, mitoxantrone, 
doxorubicin [27, 32], and MRP1 removes paclitaxel, methotrexate, 
anthracyclines, vincaalkaloids and antiandrogens from the cell [33]. 
The p53 mutation lowers the sensitivity to doxorubicin by a factor of 
two compared to p53. Treatment with epirubicin is more effective in 
patients with mutated p53. The complete morphological response to 
neoadjuvant treatment according to the EC scheme in patients with 
p53 mutation exceeds 50% [34].

Taxanes (paclitaxel and docetaxel) are represented by two 
molecules that are isolated from plants of the Taxus family (yew). 
Now are drugs with less toxicity than their previous forms (abraxane) 
have. The toxicity of abraxane is reduced by replacing the stabilizing 
agent in the pharmaceutical form with cremophor to albumin.

Paclitaxel activates the assembly of microtubules from tubulin 
dimers and stabilizes them, preventing depolymerization. As a 
result, the dynamic reorganization of the microtubule network in the 
interphase and during mitosis is inhibited. Docetaxel also damages the 
microtubular network in cells at the stage of mitosis and in interphase. 
It is combined with free tubulin, stimulates the accumulation of 
tubulin in stable microtubules and prevents their disintegration. As 
a result, microtubule bonds are formed, which are stabilized, and are 
losed their ability to function normally, which leads to a disruption of 
the phase of mitosis and interphase interactions in cells [35].
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The marker of sensitivity of the breast cancer to taxanes is beta-
tubulin III grade. However, the results of various studies on the 
significance of this marker are contradictory. High level of expression 
of beta-tubulin III class in combination with negative estrogen 
receptors determines a group of patients with the breast cancer with 
increasing sensitivity to chemotherapy regimens that are containing 
taxanes, anthracyclines and cyclophosphamide [36].

At the same time, a number of researchers consider high expression 
of beta-tubulin III class as an extremely unfavorable prognosis factor 
associated with a decrease of patient survival [37]. Other authors 
consider the level of beta-tubulin III as a marker of tumor prevalence, 
but do not consider it like the predictor of treatment [38]. Some 
scientists consider the low level of marker expression as an indicator 
of hypersensitivity to treatment regimens that are based on taxanes 
[39]. The author also believes that the effect of docetaxel treatment is 
better in patients with a p53 mutation.

Paclitaxel also induces apoptosis by phosphorylation of the anti-
apoptotic Bcl-2 gene, enhancing the regulation of the proapoptoticBak 
gene and activating c-JunNH2-terminalkinase [40]. Therefore, 
expression of Bcl-2 is also one of the prognostic markers of sensitivity 
to paclitaxel.

Vinca alkaloids and platinum preparations are mainly used 
in the treatment of metastatic breast cancer [41]. In non-adjuvant 
regimens, these drugs can only be used as an exception for purposes 
of rigid personification. However, it makes sense to consider and the 
possibility of their use in preoperative treatment.

Vinca alkaloids (vincristine, vinblastine, vinflubin, vinorelbine), 
like and taxanes, affect on the microtubules. They bind with the 
tubulin, inhibit the formation of the mitotic spindle; stop the mitotic 
division of cells at the metaphase stage. In high doses, also, they 
inhibit the synthesis of nucleic acids and protein [42]. There are no 
specific markers responsible for the hypersensitivity of the tumor 
to vinca alkaloids. There are certain parallels of the sensitivity of 
vincaalkaloids with a similar sensitivity mechanism for taxanes, 
which are associated with Class III beta tubulin [38,43].

Table 1: Results of the Survey.

Marker Resistance Toxicity Sensitivity

Receptorsofestrogen, progesterone AntiestrogensInhibitorsofaromatase

Her2/neu Anthracyclines

Expressionof EGFR Platinum

Mutationof р53 Methotrexate
Doxorubicin

Epirubicin
Platinum

ExpressionofRB1 Methotrexate

ExpressionofBcl2 Taxanes

ExpressionofTop2A Platinum Anthracyclines

ExpressionofGST Cyclophosphamide
Platinum

ExpressionofP-gp

Mitoxantrone
Methotrexate

Anthracyclines
Taxanes

Winkaalkaloids

Cyclophosphamide*

ExpressionofTLE3
Cyclophosphamide

Taxanes

The absence or low expression of RFC Methotrexate

PolymorphismMTHFR Methotrexate

ExpressionofTS Fluoropyrimidines

The missing or decreasing function of DPD Fluoropyrimidines

Decreasing of TP Capecitabine Fluorouracil

BCRP Winkaalkaloids

MRP1

Taxanes
Methotrexate

Anthracyclines
Winkaalkaloids

Expression of β-тубулінуІІІgrade
The combination of taxanes with cyclophosphamide**

The combination of taxanes and anthracyclines ***

MutationofBRCA1 Winkaalkaloids Platinum

The low expression of ERCC-1 Platinum

ExpressionofLRP Platinum

* does not affecton resistance.

** With positive estrogen receptors and elevated expression of marker.

*** withthe low expression of marker.
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For the resistance of treatment by vinaalkaloids are responsible 
the P-gp (MDR1) [32,44], BRCA mutations [45] and Breast cancer 
resistance protein (BCRP / ABCG2) [46]. Moreover, vincristine itself 
can become an inducer of P-gp and MRPs (Multidrug resistance 
associated proteins) [47].

Cisplatin bifunctionally alkylates DNA strands, inhibits the 
biosynthesis of nucleic acids, and causes cell death. At the first 
stage it inhibits the synthesis of DNA, RNA and protein, and on the 
second it forms metabolic products that act on the synthesis of DNA. 
Platinum complexes with cis-arrangement of halogen atoms form 
stable chelates with purine and pyrimidine components of the nucleic 
acid molecule and form bonds within one filament or parallel strands 
of a double helix of DNA. The blockage of DNA strands persists for 
several days after cisplatin administration [48].

The mutation of the BRCA1 gene is associated with a high 
sensitivity of the tumor to platinum [49]. The absence or the low level of 
expression of signals of system’s repair of DNA ERCP-1 also indicates 
a high sensitivity to platinum drugs and vice versa [50]. The hyper 
expression of EGFR, the hyperactivity of the MAP and Akt signaling 
pathways, the high frequency of DNA aberrations in combination 
with the disruption of DNA repair processes, the mutations of p53 
and BRCA1 provide increased sensitivity to platinum preparations 
[46]. The results of the survey are shown in Table 1.

Conclusion
In many cisplatin-resistant cells of BC, an increased activity of 

topoisomerase II is observed [51]. The resistance to platinum is also 
indicated by the expression of LRP (lung resistance protein) [52].

Thus, using relatively inexpensive immunohistochemical studies, 
backing up their results with available blood PCR, buccal smear, 
etc., we are able to determine the optimal sensitivity of the tumor to 
cytostatic medicines and choose the optimal chemotherapy regimen.
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